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1. 0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 ScWe - This specification es·tablishes the requirements 
for periQrmaIlce, design, test, and qualificati9n of one type of equipment 
identified .s the command decoder for the central iliItati~)'o subsystem (See 
Specification AL Z10100) for the APOLLO Lunar Surface Experixnellts 
Package (AlSEP). This item is used to remotely control prescribed 
functions within the ALSEP assemblies when comm.anded !:r,om the earth-
based MaDDed Space Flight Network (MSFN). The conunand decoder also 
generates automatic functions under local control. 
1.2 Applicability - Thh specifica.tion is a.pplicable for the 
ALSEP Array E Command Decoder, Qualification and Flight models only. 
Z.o APPLICABLE DOCPMENTS 
. The following document., of exact is sue shown, form a part of this 
I!!IJHtdflcatton to the extent specified herein. In the event of conflict between 
documents referelu:ecl here and other detail content of Section 3, the detail 
requirement. of Section 3 shall be considered a superseding requirement. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
• 
MlL~E .. 5a72C (1) 
(Section 3 only) 
MIL- W -6858C 
Environmental Testing, Aeronautical and 
Associated Equipment, General Specifica-
tion for 
Welding, Resistance, Aluminum, Magnesiump 
Non-hardening Steels or Alloys. Nickel 
Alloys, Heat Resisting Alloys, and Titanium. 
Alloys, Spot and Seam 
46 
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Identification Marking of U. S. Military 
Property 
Definition of Effectiveness Terms for 
ReliabUity, Maintainability, Human 
Factors and Safety 
Environmental Test Me·thods for Aerospace 
and Grol.lnd Equipment 














ALSEP EMI Specification 
Acceptable Parts List 
Approved Materials Lis.t 
. Power Distribution Unit Specification, Ar1Jay E 
COmmAnd Receiv~r Specification 
Data Processor Specification, Array E 
Central Station Subsystem .Array E 
Specification 
. Command Decoder Mechanical Interface 
Control Drawing 
Reliability Program Plan for Array E 
Quality and Workmanship Requirement 
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QuaUty Program Provisions for 
Aeronautical and Space Systems 
Contractors 
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Quality Requirements for Soldered 
Electrical Connections 
NASA/MSC CRITERIA AND STANDARDS 
08-1 . 
08-3 





PS .. 6 
PS-8 
System Accessibility for Maintenance 
Electrical Connectors - Keying 
Separation of Redundant Paths 
Transistol'8 - Selection of Types 
Single Point Failures 
Electrical and Electronic Devices -
Protection from Reverse Polairty 
and I or Oilier Improper Electrical 
Inputs 
Protection of Electrical/Electronic 
Assemblies from Mois~re Damage 
Ultrasonic Cleaning Electrical and 
Electroni(! Assemblies 
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Protective Covers or Caps for 
Receptacl~s and Plug-Electrical 
Direct Procurement of Parts 
_ IdIV.MO. 
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(Cop1e.of",.«;U!catlonl, standards, drawings, bulletins, and publica-
tions required'by suppliers in connection with specific procurement 
functions shoulc:l be obtained from the procuring activity or as directed 
by the contractiDg officer.) 
3. 0 REQUlllEMENTS 
3.0.1', Redundant Qutpu.t functions .. The command decoder shall, 
contain two identical channels, each of which forms a link in the redundant 
uplink chains. When one uplink channel is in operation, the other is un-
powered in stapdby. Each channel shall perform the following functions. 
a. Provide an ov.tput command on the appropriate line in 
accordance with command information from the ' 
, a.soctated command receiver. 
b. Store and deliver on demand a command verification 
mes.age, consisting of the command and a bit which 
indicates Whether or, not parity is checked, see Section 
3.1.1.4. 
c. Proce.s an u~ command -which causes immediate 
upliDk nritchover. Processing circuitry within the com-
mand decoder shall be independent of that used for auto-
matic switchover, insofar as is possible. Each channel 
shall also process thecomma.nd which delays automatic 
sWitchover. 
3.0.2 NOD-;redua~ant (backup> outet functiQDs -
, a. Automatically generate a repeated sequence of command. 
to re~alibrate experiment data sensors on a periodiC basis. 
b. ,Autqmatically generate a command which will cause a 
.Witchev,r of uplink chains. if "DE LA Y UPLINK 
SWITCHOVERil has not been processed since the last 
automatic switchover com:mand was generated. 
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c. Provide power dum.p and expeX'inlent ripple .. off. This system 
must have a fail-safe ground commandable reset. The function 
of the ripple -off circuitry lIS to €I the load on the power 
supply when requi:red. The fiji two stepa the ripple sequence 
are to switch power dumps to 11 0 ft:, i1 followed by a step-by-step 
generation of experiment standby com.rn.ands if the state of the 
I!reserve power il control line indicates that a reduction (furt.~er 
reduction) in power consurn.ption is neces sary. 
3. 0.3 Redundant inter.?alj~c?-.ons - The internal organization 
of each of the redundant channels shall be in accordance with the following 
description of internal functions. 
a. Bit synchronization and data phasing reference are established 
by means of a phase-lock loop and associated logic. The 
phase-lock loop locks in phase quadrature with the 1KHz 
synchronization subcarrier. 
b. . The data demodulator converts the information in the 
ZKHz subcarriel' sidebands to serial NRZ binary form. The 
outputs of a If 1" detector and a "0" aetector are logically 
combined and enabled by an exclusive-or gating arrange-
ment, which requires that a properly synchronized signal 
be present for four bit-times. Each detector contains an 
analog threshold, which reduces the probability of activa-
tion by noise. 
c. An eight-bit shift register is used to store the serial 
binary uplink data. The functions performed by this 
register are 1) storage of address fo:r address 
recognition, 2) Storage of the command complement 
for bit-by-bit parity checking, 3) Storage of the 
verified conunand for conversion to parallel binary 
form and for com:mand execution~ 4) Storage of the parity 
check bit, and 5) Generation of the command verification 
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The program counter establishes word timing to allow 
the sequential use of the eight bit register for the 
purposes listed in 3. O. 3c. 
The decede logic converts the command from the parallel 
binary form to a tv/enty millisecond signal on the proper 
command line. 
The reset circuitry restores the proper 'conditions to 
memory elements to allow the address search mode to 
be resumed. 
Operational Characteristics -
3. 1. 1. 1 Command transmissiop. - See Figure 1. Command informa-
tion obtained from the command receiver shall be in the £or~ 'of an audio 
signal which is formed by linearly sununing: 
a. A 2KHz subcarrier, bi-phase modulated with a 
non-return-to-zero (NRZ) command bits at a 
rate of 1000 bits per second. 
b. A properly phased I KHz sinusoidal subcarrier for 
command bit synchronization purposes. 
The acceptable amplitude of the composite signal shall be from 3.8 to 
6~ Z vo1~s peak-to-peak. The ratio of the 2KHz subcarrier to the 1 KHz 
reference carrier shall be nominally I-to-!. The command decoder 
performance specified below shall be obtained for an inp'ft signal-to-
noise ratio of 17 dB or better in a noise band from 100 Hz to 10 KHz~ 
with th~ timin~ error between the 2 KH~ a.nd 1 KHz signals being less 
than :I: 18 microseconds. 
Co~nd Decocler Specification 
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3.1.1.2 Command format - Commands shali be transmitted 
in the fonowing format: 
"'-
Preamble 1 sec minimum (all ONE's) 
b. Dec9der Address 7 bits 
c. . Command Complement 7 bits 
d. Command- 7 bits 
e. Timing 20 bits (all ONE) 
3. 1. 1. Z. 1 Preamble - The demodulator section shall achieve 
phase and bit synchroniza.tion during the first 1 sec of the preamble, and 
shall maintain synchronization during the entire command timing interval. 
3. 1. 1. 2.2 Bi.m\rx weishted cod.e - The 64. 3Z, 16, 8, 4, Z, 1 
binary weighted code shall be used to decode the seven bit decoder address 
group, theaeven bit command complement group and the seven bit com-
mand group. The following code numbering system will be used: 
Octal lUnary Weighted Code Pattern 
64 32 16 8 4 2 1 
000 o o 0 0 0 0 0 
001 o o 0 0 0 0 1 
OOZ o o 0 0 0 1 0 
102 1 o 0 0 0 I 0 
-, 
177 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
NOTE; The most sigmficant bit is transmitted first. 
Aoen'M128D8 
s,eten18 DIvlIIon 
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3.1 .. 1. 2. 3 Decoder Address - Seven address bits shall be 
uRed to coxn:m.and uniquely ALSEP ARRA Y E. The octal code shall be 
151 which gives the following binary weighted code pattern: 1101001. 
. . 
The address recognition is flexible and can be set by means of a matrix 
to recognize any seven-bit binary code. 
3~ 1. 1. Z.4 C~nd5omp'le~ent and. command bitf!!_ - The 
seven-bit c<.m:U:nand complement group shall be transmitted after the 
address and shall be followed with the seven .. bit command group. The 
com.m.and decoder shall perform a bit-by-bit parity check over the com-
mand complement and command bits. A decoded command shall be 
executed if parity is correct and shall be rejected if incorrect. 
3. 1. 1. Z. 5 TiminS - Twenty timing bits (all one) shall be 
transmitted to allow for a 2.0 m sec command execute timing interval. 
3.1.1.3 Command~ecoder capabU~tx - The command 
decoder i8 capable ofa.ccepting 1.2.8 different command messa.ges ~d 
shaU be designed to provide 104 commands to different ALSEP users. 
Output com.t:JlAnds are provided for a.ll octal code numbers except the 
foUO'\\1.Dg: 
000 OZ6 077 147 
001 030 100 l.SI 
002 040 116 161 
004 041 lZ6 175 
010 . 051 130 177 
016 061 137 
OZO 
The following co:mmands a.re decoded, but a.re used internally in 
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3. 1. 1.4 CommaW Ve~v.:i~ation - Provisions shall be in-
corporated iD the command decoder to generate a ten-bit conunand 
verification word. This word shall consist of two filler bits seven com-
mand bits (MBB first) and the parity check bit in that order. The com-
mand verification word may be sam.pled by the data processor (see spec. 
AL 310910) once after the receipt of every comm.and. For convenience, 
the two filler bits will be ONE's if the MSB of the seven-bit command is 
a ONE and ZERO's if the MSB is a ZERO. The parity check bit is set 
eqQ&l to ONE if parity checked over the comm.and and command comple-
ment. It.. ONE in the parity check bit position shall indicate that the com-
mand and its complement bad odd parity in every bit position upon reception. 
The ~omma.Dd verification message may have either even or odd parity. 
3.1.1.5 Command seguencer - Provision shall be incorporated 
to provide thr.e repeated com.mands with a cycle time of 15.4 hours. (Each 
of the three command lines shall also be capable of being activated via the 
upliDk aa a di~crete command.) Time intervals are doubled in the slow mOOe. 
Nominal Time of 
Octal Commands Occurrence 
PSZ, LEAM 1 065, III 15.4 n hours 
LEAM Z, IBM 15." n houre +. miDutes 
'; 
n = 1, Z. 3, • • • • 
3. 1. 1. 6 Maximum co:mmand word rate - The command word 
shall be ~d to a tate of approximately one message; per seco~d during 
a nonD&! mode of operation and a rate of approximately one message per 
Z seeonds durillg the slow mode of operation. The normal mode is a down-
link rate of 1060 b. p •. 8 •• and the slow mode is a rate of 530 b. p. s. 
3.1.1.7 Inter-command operation,. No special requirement.· 
exist for ipter-com.t:nand operation. Loss of synchronization between 
commanch shall n~ affect the operation of the command decoder. 
3.1. 1.8 . Au~omatic uplink switchover - Provision shall be 
incol'porated to autoIlU\tically switchover to the unused uplink at inter-
val. of approximately 61.8 hours if the command "Delay Uplink Switch-
over" bas DOt been received during the current cycle. The first switch-
over shall occur at approx1mately 7. 2 hours after power on re set. Time 
interval .. are dOUbled. in the 1l1ow mode of operation. . 
Command Decoder Specification 
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3.1.1.9 ~~obability of Not Execu~LT_~ansmittec! Command. 
For the .taQ.da.rd input signal conditions defil1ed in paragraph 3.1.1.1, the 
probability of. not executing the transmitted command shall be less than 10- 3• 
3.1. 1. 10 Bit Error Rate - For the standard input signal conditions 
defined in paralftph 3. 1. 1. 1, the command decOder bit error probability 
shall be;ess t~nonebit in 25, 000 during reception of the address, command 
complement and command. The probability of a false command execution due 
to bit errors in Array E signals is calculated to be: 
(number of tran.missions x 7)/(25,000 x 25,000), or 1e.s. The probability of 
Array E ALSEP executing commands sent to other ALSEPs is calculated to be: 
(number of transmissions to other ALSEPs)/(25, 000 x 25,000) or les8. Bit 
error is not defined during reception of the preamble since the command de-
coder is not synchronized with the incoming signal during the entire interval. 
3.1.1.11 Command Error Probabilitx; During Preamble - During 
reception of th. preamble, the design goal for the probability of generating 
a false commaQ,d on one of the command output line s shall be equivalent to 
a rate of one in 50, 000 hour~. Demonstration of the achievemeQ.t of this 
goal shall be by analysis only, with no test requirement. 
3. 1.1.12 Command Error Probabi!!!I..~~r Other Infuts .. For 
any input sianal coDClition which does not meet the ::requir'ements of para-
graph 3.1.1. I, for example, fading signal, no uplink transmission, 
interferilll silDala, aDd .0 forth, the design goal for the probability of 
generating a talae command on one of the command outpllt line s shall be 
equivalent to a rate of one in 50,000 hours. This goal shall be considered 
equivalent to a goal oi2. 4 hours or more for the mean time betwee~ false 
thre,holdsignala oi significant length (21 milliseconds or more.) 
3. 1. Z . 
. 3. 1.2.1 .Reliability - .Reliability shall be a prime consideration 
in design, d~v.Jopment, and fabrication. Redundancy will be utilized in 
achieving the reliability Soal. The design Will provide maximum resistance 
. to single .. point fallures. As a design goal, the command decoder shall have 
a 0.990 probability of surviving launch, translunar flight and lunar surface 
operation (including deployment period of ;2 years) in the environment speci-
fied in paragraph 3. 1. t. 4 ·herein. 
The requirements of Document DS-4, DS .. IZ and DS-13 shall apply. 
Aatailla. 
s,.~DMlIDn 
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3.1. Z. ~ MaintainabUitx - Piece part arrangemel"!t. accessibWty 
and mterchan,eabUity feature s shall be incorporated into the design to allow 
efficient maintenance. The requirements of DS-1 shall apply. 
3.1. Z. 3. Useful life - The command decoder shall be capable 
of performing a8 specified herein for a period of two (2) years after a 
maximum Earth storage period of three (3) years. 
3. 1. 2. " Natural environment - The command decoder shall 
be capable of performing as -sp~cified in paragraph 3. 1 herein during or 
after, as applicable, being subjected to the most severe environmental 
conditions shown herein or any logical combination of these environments 
applied simultaneoualy,. Appropriate environment values are shown herein. 
for design and testing requirements. Testing shall be in accordance with 
Specification MlL .. E .. 5Z7Z and Standard. MIL-STD-BlO, applicable, anfi the 
approved test plan. 














Qualifieation te sting 
Acceptance teating 
Sinuloidal vf.br~tion (nOD-operating) 
Qualification te sting 
Acceptance testin.8 
Random vibration (non-operating) 
Qualification te sting 
Acceptance testing 
_30 De to +70·C ( .. ZZDF to +158· 
-25°C to +6S·C ( .. 13°F to +149· 
-55 DC. to +95 DC (-67 OF to +Z03 D 
Not required 
20 g peak/II m sec 
sawtooth per MIL-STD-810B 
Not required 
See Figure Z 
Not required 
See Figure 3 
Not required 
.. e~·* 
" . t 
AL 310810£ 
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Random Vibration (operating) 




Qualification and Acceptance 
testing 
General testing (opem. ting) 
h. Thermal-Vacuum (operating) 
Design 
QuaU.ficatiOD te ~tiDs 
NOTE: Axis det'tnition shown on Figure 11. 
See Figure 4 
See Figure 4 
DATI 1-7-11 
9S% humidity at 70·C 
(+lS8·F) for 1 cycle per 
MIL-STD-810 (non-operating) 
Not required 
59% relative humidity 
(nl-ax. ) 
-30·C to +70°C (-2Z0F to 
+lS8°F) at les8 than 1 x 10 .. 12 
mm of Hg. 
-30·e to +70°.C at le ••. 
than l·x 10 .. 5 mm of H,. 
Operate for S· houa at temp-
erature extremes and ambient 
temperature. (12 hour soak). 
_25°e to t6S0C (-13"F to 
+149 OF) at les8 than 1 x 10"S 
mm of Hg. Operate for 2 hours 
at temperature extremes and 
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elimination of c-.uses.· or the incorporation of protective methods or de-
vices, the possibility of physical harm ()1' injury from the hazardous effects 
of sharp edgellJ and cornera, the dhcharge of electrical energy, the stored 
energy of compressed gases. springs and other devices, the effec'ts of 
chemical processes ut.Wzed within the equipment, the effects of radiated 
ene!'gy or the transfer of heat to the external surroundings, or from ac-
cidental contact with voltages in exces IS of 30 volts, root mCctn square lOr 
direct current, during normal operation teat or maintenance 'Of the equip-
ment. 
. 3. Z Interface reguirements - The command decoder 
accepts a compol1te audio signal from the command receiver and supplies 
decoded commands to various subassemblies withi,1.1, the data subsystem, 
and the power c'onditioning unit, and to expel'inumt subassemblies. 
3. z. 1 Block dialraxn - The eommand decoder electrical 
blteriace 18 ehown .che~tically in Figure 5, and listings of signals are 
given m Tables I and II. 
3. Z. 1. 1 Sipl22wer leveb - The input impedance for the 
c~po.ite audio sipalfl'om the conunand receiver shall be greater than 
that of a ZZ K ohm redstor .in seriel!Jwith a O. 1 microfarad capacitol'. 
~. fOQr hOQ.ekeeping outputs to the Data Processor ha.ve output8 be-
tween 0 ud +5 volte, and an output impedance leas than 10 K ohms. They 
are listed in paragraph 3. Z. Z. 3. The other signals and commands are 
diif,tallD nature. The logic levels, and source a.nd sink currents shall lie 
within the following limits. 
Logic 0: 
Logic 1: 
The voltage level shaU between 0.0 a.nd 0.3 VDC 
with less than 100 mV peak-to-peak noise super-
imposed and the magnitude of the 8ink current shall be 
less than 1.5 milliamperes DC. 
The voltage level shaUlle between 2.4 and 5.5 VDC 
vn.th less than 100 m.V peak-to-peak noise super-
imposed and the m,agnitude of the source current 
shall be less than 75 microamperes DC. 
3. Z. Z DetaUed. electrical interface definition - The command 
. 
decoder interfaces shall be as follows: . 
MOo I.". II 
" AL 310810[1 
AeroIP_. . 
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. 3. Z. 2. 1 Comm.a.wl rece~ver. interface - Refer to paragraph 
3.1.1. I for the characterhtics of the audio input. Refer to paragraph 
3.2.1.1 for the command decoder input impedance. Refer to Figure 1 for 
phase relatloiulhips. Refer to AL 410600 for the specified performance 
of the command receiver. 
3. 2. ~. 2 ~riment 1rd:erfac~ ... Rise time control circuih 
shall be incorporated on all experiment command lines. See Figure 6 
for the command decoder/experiment interface characteristics. Refer 
to BxA specification AL 210100 f.or f.urther details. 
3.2.2.3 Data PrOCeSsor interface - The command decoder 











Slow bit rate on .. Command 007 
Nonnal bit rate on - Command 006 
LSP Formatting on .. Command. all 
LSP Formattmg off - Command 005 
NRZ Data (command verification word) 
Verification Word enable 
E:~:r=ent Formatting Required 
VCOA temperature telemetry TCDAP 
veo B temperature telemetry TCDBP 
Repeated commands enable status RCEZP 
'Uplink delay status UDSZP 
The command decoder shall accept the following tUning signals 
from. the data proceaUlor~ 
Comma~d Decoder Specification 
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bb. Shift Pulse (1060 or 530 Hz) 
cc. CWEClock 
ee. .Control Word three 
ff. Frame tnal"k (8ee following paragraph) 
Riae time control circuitry shall not be used for the signab and 
command. which com.prise the command decoder/da.ta processor lnt~l"-
face, with the exception of the frame mark tUning signal. which i8 . 
routed via the test connecter during accelerated central (ttatiOll teatlag 
of the command sequencero External test eqUipment shall be used to 
invert the frame mark timing dgnal so that the data processor shall 
furnlah the nominal rise-time controlled frame mark. and the command" 
decoder ahall accept inverted rise .. time controlled frame marks. Refer 
to figurea 7, 8, 9 for timing of other dgnala and commanda. 
3. 2. Z." Power Diatribution interface - The command decoder 
shall be deaiped to interface with the Power Distribution Urdt. Refer 
to AL 310210 for detaU. of PDU specified performance. 
3.2.2.4.1 Power - The command decoder shall meet the require-
me~s of w. specification when provided with supply voltage within "the 





+12 VDC for redundant circmits 
+IZY:t: 50/0 at 50 milliwatt. nominal .. / 
" +12VDC for non-redundant circuits 
+lZV * 10% at 5 mllllwatts no~inal 
-12VDC for redundant and non-redundant circuits 
-12V:I: 10% at 100 mUliwatts nominal 
+5VDC for redundant and non-:redundant circuit. 
+5V:I: 10% at 950 milliwatts nominal 
..AeIOIPII. . 
"'8.1'18 Dhlrdon 
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The coinmazad decoder shall caule less than 100 mV ~ak-to-peak 
D.ohe to 'be mduced on any of the powe r supply line s. 
3.2.2.4.1.1 The rise time on the 5 u.d 12 volts power supply 
linelll must 'he le8s than 70 mS. Thb applies to both initial turn-on and to 
the tum-on of the 'redundant halves. 
3. Z. Z. 4. 2 Command"interface - The command decoder 
shall furnish'the following commands to the power distribution unit, 






























Transmitter A on 
Transmitter A off 
Transmitter B off 
Transmitter B on 
PDR 'I On 
PDR 'I Off 
PDR IZ On 
PDR 12 Off 
Select ADP A 
Select ADP B 
Data ,Procelitsor X Select 
Data Processor Y Select 
Experiment 1 Power On 
Experiment 1 Power Standby 
Experiment 1 Power Off 
~p.riment Z Power 'On 
Experiment 2 Power Standby 
Experiment 2 Powe r Off 
Experiment 3 Power On 
Experiment 3 Power Standby 
Experiment 3 Power Off 
Experim"nt 4 Power ,On 
Experiment 4 Power Standby 
Experiment 4 Power Off 
Experiment 5 Power On 
Experiment 5 Power Standby 
Experim~nt 5 Power Off 
ADP aelay Relet 
UpliDk/ ADP Relay Reset 
· . 
no. ,M¥. '" 
AL 310810 f 
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Rise time control circuitry shall not be u,~d for these commands. Commands 
021, 023, 037, 043, 046, 053, and 056 may be tHe re~mlt of decoding uplink 
transmi8sio%ulI 01' may be a locally generated ripple-off command. The other 
commands are decoded uplink transmissions. The command characteristics 
shall be in accordance with figure 7 if the command is a, decoded uplink 
transmiIJ sion and shall be in accordance with figure 10 D if it 3.9 Q locally 
generated ripple-off c~l).d. The sequence of ripple-off com.mands shall 
be in order of increasing octal numbers. Experitnent priority shall be 
determined by central-station cabling. 
3. Z. 3.5 Power Condit~?ning Unit interfape - The command 
decoder shall accept a signal from the FCU, "Reserve Power" and shall 
generate ripp1eoff commands if the Reserve power I')}ignal is a. logical O. 
Refer to figure 10. The command decoder shall furnish the following comm.ands 





APM 1 On 
APMIOff 
Select PC *1 





APM 2 Off 
APM Z On 
A uto PC Switch 1 
Auto PC Switch 2 
Rise time control circuitry shall not be used for theae commaJa4a. Refer to 
figure 7 fOr tiipai char.cteristics. 
3.2.·3· Mechuical interface - ,The mechamca1 iDter~ace 
shall be tD accordance with. BXA 2349314, Command Decoder Mechanical 
Interface Control Drawing. Refer to figure 11. 
3. Z. 4 . Thermal interface - The command decoder 
8~1l be thermally designed for conductive heat removal through' ~he thermal 
plate and shall be compatible with the controlled thermal plate temperature 
of .. 30·C to +70 ·C. 
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3.:3 De8i'l',1"f\nd .. 9.~.n8_t~uct~ - The design and con-
struction ehall be in accordance with 1"'equ:lrli':lm.en:t~~ ~pecified below and 
consistent with the reliability goab and. envi1"'onm('mt:f~l requirements. 
~. 3.1 General deeie features - Size, weight and 
form factor shall be as .pecifiedbelow. 
3. 3. 1. 1 §.i!!.. - The volwne of the comnulnd decode r 
pro.per shall not be greater than 90.0 cubic inchee. 
3.3. 1. Z yrei&,ht - The design goal for the weight of the 
com.ma.nd decoder shall be 3. 2 pIOund8. 
. 3. 3. 1. 3 ' !'orm factor - The form factor of the command 
decoder pr9per IIhall be in accordance with BxA Dwg. 2349314c The outline 
dimensions are nominally 4 x 7.75 x Z. 8 inchem plus space required for two 
connectors. (See figure 11) 
3. 3. Z Part. and mater !ale • Materials sball be .• elected 
from the ALSEP Approved Mater~als Lbt .... "ATM-Z41. Parb shaU be 
.elected from the Acceptable Parts list - - ATM-Z42. All part. and materials 
shall be compatible with the intended use and environment requirements 
specified in 3. 1. Z. 4 herein. 
3. 3. Z. 1 Material. - Materials used in the fabrication of all 
........................ -........... . component~ .hall be of the highest quality compatible with design reqw.remente 
'pecified herem. In general, the following type~ of material shall not be used 









Plastic - (only epoxy resin-based compounds, 
teflon, and mylar shall be used) 
Dissimilar metals in direct contact which tend 
toward active electrolytic or galvanic corrosion. 
In._ 
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3.3.2..2. Protective treatmll!lnt. - AU ma.terial. used 
1 f 
which are not inherently ccu!'rosive-:red!!!li:ant filhall be t.:reated to resht 
any corrosive effects reeulting f:rom environmental (;ondit:l.ons specified 
herein •. Protective coatings shall not crack, chip. peel, or scale with 
age when subjected to the environmental extremes specified. The 
requirements of PS- 5 shall apply prior to protective treatment. 
3.3.3 Soldel'ins and weldin,&:. .. 
3.3.3.1 §~dering. - NASA Publication NBB 5300.4 (3A) 
shall apply for hand soldering of all electrical connections • 
. 3.3.3.2. Welding. - Resistance welding (spot and seam) 
shall conform to Specification MIL-W -6858. 
3.3.3.3 
of PS-6 shall apply. 
'lltrtUlonic cleaning. - The requirements of 
3. 3. >4 ;Acce2table,..R!.~t.!. - Acceptable parts are as Ibted 
in ATM-Z41. Use of parts not included in. thhl Iht requires written approval. 
3. 3.4. 1 . Standardizatio~ - Maximum economic standardizatioD 
of parte aDd cOmponents ehall be provided. Where identical or similar functions 
are performed in more than one application within the system, effort shall be 
made to Wle only one item design for aU system applications. 
3.3.4. Z Electrical connectors. - Documents OS- 3 
aJl,d PS-l 0 shall apply. 
3. 3. 4. 3 . Parts procurement. - The requirements of 
PS-8 anclPS .. l J (excludiJ).g part C) shall apply. The .qbcontractor shall be 
capable of ideDtifying a~ any time the manufacturers lot from which part s 
have been procured. 
Transistors. - The req~rements of DS-S shall 
apply. 
, , 
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3.3. S K21.ture end f\\Jiju. l'esi8tance. - Material. 
which are not n\lbie •• for fungus shall be used whenever po •• ible. The 
use of material. which are nutrients £01' fungus shall not be prohibltecl 
in hermetically .ealed &Iuutmblies anc:l in other accepted and qualified 
1-1-11 
uses .uch as paper capacitor. and treated transformers. ' If it 18 nece •• ary 
to 'I.e fWlp., n,utd.ent materials in other than such qualified application, 
the.e material •• hall be treated with a procee. which will render the 
resulting exposed surface ltmgus resbtant. 
3.3.6 Corl'pslon of metal part, .... ~etal •• ball b. 
corrosioll~l'esi8taAt type 0" suitably treated' to resist corrosive coDdltioa. 
likely to be met iJl .torase 01' 1l0rm.al service. Unless suitably protected 
alal118t electrolytic corroslon, dbaimilar metals, as defined in 
Stanc1ard MIL STD 889, shall Dot be used in direct phySical contact. 
3.3.1 11l!!lL'chanleabiUty and replaceabllitx. -
lDtei'chan.eabiUty Ud replaceability shall be compatible with the reqah·e-
mente of plLra,rapb 3. 1. Z. Z herein. Items of equipment with the .ame 
part number. shall be physically and fUDctioul1y interchaDgeable. 
MlL-STD-721B appUe •• 
3. 3. 8 ' Workmanshie. • The command decoctel' .hall , 
be cOllltl'ucte4~ firaUhed, and as .embled in accordance with bilhe.t .taD4al'd •• 
(BSX 1000) 11 app11ca'bl4t) , 
3.3.9 ElestromalDetic interferellce (ENl! -
CompliaJlce with the electrom&lutlc interference requirements .pedtlecl 
below .hall be a de.lp .oal for all equipmellte furni.hed. 
3. 3.' 9. 1 0Hl'atioD. - Electrical and electronic equlpme. 
shall pel'fonna. specifled. herein when operating either indepelldently 
or in c01ljunction witb other equipment with which there are electric.,l 
cozmectiOal, 01' which lDAy be lDetalled Ileal' by. Tbi. requires that the 
operatioza of .\lch eqv.ipm.ellt .hall not be adver.ely affected by illtel'fe .. ence 
volta.e. a1lCl aeld. reachin. it from externa.l .ources and al.o require. that 
such equipment.hall not, in it.elf be a. .ource of interference which milht 
adver.ely affect the operation of other equipment.. Theee general 
criteria ensure that the 'Yltem will meet the requirement. of the overall 
system acceptaDce criteria. In addition to these general requiremente, 
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3.3.9. Z TZ'&D.ieDt iDterfe:rence. - Tra.naient or' .hort 
d\u'ation tntes>fenllc. :re.ulting from tbe operation of electrical 01" 
electromechamcal device. shall not compromise'the performance requ.iI'e';' 
ments as specified herein. 
3.3.9..3 , IDtes>f'erence,.fl'eede.iln. - InterfereDce cOD;trol 
shall be co~lde:red in the basic de.lgn of all subsystem electronic and 
electrical eq.upmeot &Dd specialized equipment such as simulation eou.ree. 
and aSE. The d.8lgn .hall be such that, before interference control 
componenb are app~ed, the amou.nt of interference internally generated 
aDd propagated shall be the minlmum achievable. The application of , 
interference cQDtrol components (e.g., filtering, lhieldlng. bonding) 8haU 
coDlol'm to good engineering practice and., wherever practical, shall be 
an integral part ,of the component. 
3. 3. 9. " Peer and slanal around. - All DC power retune 
aDc! cu •• ta gr0uD4. are ic.tentical to sigDa! ground. The case of the 
flatp&ck',18 CGDDect to .ub.trate anc:l thus to power and signal groUDd. 
Minimum Inductance, &Del re.i.tance shall be mamtamed betwe. aU V cc 
retu~ point. uul.y.tem grO\1Dd. which is identical to the thermal plate. 
3. 3. 9. 5 Fllterinl - Filters shall be provided 
a. required, to pr .. " iDte1'il&Uy generated electricalmterference 
elgDal. being conducted out of the component 0 r sUbeystem. 
3. 3. 1 o IUn!lflcation and marldD. - The command 4.<:o4er 
.ball be marked for IdeDtiflcation in accordance with Standard MIL-STD-13OC. 
3.3.10.1 Identification &Dd mar\clns data - The identifi<:ation 
aDd marJdnI .hall mclode but not be limited to the following data: 
b. Item part number 
, c. , Item aerial number 
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3. 3. 11 Itol'a.e - The com1l'Um4 d.codel' .hall have a 'helf 
.life of 3 yeara. Shelf 111.18 d.efined aa a .tora,. pel'lod lD a controlled . 
environment of soOT to 8001' aDd a relative humidity of ·DO mOl'e thaD 
50 pal'cent followlDa acc.ptaDce and priol' to In.taUatlOD in th. LM fol' 
ruBht. 
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROYISIONS 
4. I De.le V.rification - Th. foliowlng aub-pal'all'aph. 
apecify the I'equil'ement. lor and methode of formally verifyinl that each 
requirement of Wa .apacification haa been aatiafied. 
4. 1. 1 . Iupectt._ - The fo11owla, reqlllremeat. ottlle 
apecificatiOZi ,ball 'be ",erified by mspectiOA of the Command decoder a •• embly aDd 












. Material. ~ Pl'otective CoatiDI' 
WelcUq &Dd SolderiDg . 
Pana aDd Electrical A •• embU •• 
. Electrical CoaDectol'a 
Pan. ProcU'em.nt 
WOl'kmaUhip 
IdeDtiflcatiOD &Dd Marldal 
Stol'a.e 
4. 1. 2 . . !ellablUW ADak.l. • The followlD, reqall'em.Dta of 
W.· .peclflcation .hall be Verified by review of aulytica1 data prior to 
qualtficatiOD te.tI.q. . The I'.quirement. of BSR. 3024 .hall apply. 
3.1.2.1 
." . 
3.1~ 2. 3 
3.3.11 
4. 1. 3 MalDtamabUitt Analysie - The followina requil'em.nt. 
()f We epeclflcatlon .ball" verified by aulyei. (01' demoastratlOD) priol' 
to qua1iftcatiOD te.tlfta. 
1.2 AppllcabWty 
)dalDtalDablllty· 
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4.1.4 aul5flcation Test. - The following reqw.rementa 
of this specification shall be ver~~e'ct during the qualification program 
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TABLE I 
MOo t IIY. 140. 
AL3108,1,Q" "'" = = 00''''' _'..:... 
Z5 146 PAOI .Of' e_ 
. 
..... OA11 1-7-71 
CONNECTOR: .114 LOCATION: Command Decoder 
., 
CONNECTS TO: 
. FUNCTION CODE UNIT CNCTR piN ORIGIN REMARKS 
Auto PCZ SwitchCMD. Octal 121 CL121ZN PCU 12. 10 Cp 
Auto. PCI Switch CMD. Octal 120 . CL120ZN peu 12. 11 CD 
APM f Z ON CMD. Octal 115 CLllSZN PCU lZ 11 CD 
APM f'Z OFF CMD. Octal 113 CLl13ZN . PCU lZ 18 CD 
ADP Relay RESETCMD. Octal 107 CLI07ZN PDQ 13 10Z CD 
(Spare) CMD. Octal 1 06 CLI06ZN CD 
LSP Formatting OFF .CMD. OctalOOS CLOOSZN . DP 16 38 GD AOIZN 
NO'l"mal Bit Rate CMD. Octal 006 CL006ZN DP 16 29 CD MNIZN 
Slow Bit Rate C~D. Octal 001 CLOO7ZN DP 16 l8 CD SMIZN 
LSP Formatting ON CMD. Oc~l 0·11 CLOIIZN' DP ·16 35 CD LSIZN 
XMTR A ON CMD. Octal 012 CLOIZZN PDU 13 79 CD 
XMTR A OFF CYp. Octal 013 CL013ZN ·PDU 13 80 ' CD 
XMTR B OFF CMD. Octal 014 CLOl.ZN PDU 13 82. CD 






























APMI OFF CMD. Octal 031 
APM I ON CMD. Octal 027 
Select ADP'Y' CMD. Octal 025 
Select ADP'X' CMD. Octal 024 
PDR * 2 OFF CMD.Octal 023 
PDR /I 2 ON CMD. Octal 022 
PDR * I OFF CMD. Octal 021 
PDR * I ON CMD. Octal 017 
- 12 'Volt.TO Uplink 'B' 
+ 12 Volt TO Uplink 'B' 
- 12 Volt TO Uplink 'AI 
+ 12 Volt TO Uplink 'AI 
(Spare) , CMD. Octal 033 
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NO. I R2Y. NO. 
AL310810 
Command Decoder Specification 
IPAGti For Array E 1.7 OP ~J6 
.onl 1-7-71 
""""""" TABL£ 1 (cont) 
CONNECTOR: J14 LOCATION: Command Decoder 
CONNECTS TO: 
PIN FUNCTION CODE UNIT CNCTR PIN ORIGIN REMARKS 
51 Select DDP 'X' CMD. Octal 034 ·CL034ZN· PDU 13 64 CD 
52 .. Select DDP 'Y' CMD. Octal 035 CL035ZN PDU 13 63 CD 
53 Exp. '1 Power ON CMD. Octal 036 CL036ZN PDU 13 98 CD 
54· Exp. '1 Power 5thy. CMD. Octal 031 ROO31ZN· PDU 13 91. CD 
55 ... - Exp. '1 Power OFF ·CMD. Octal 041 CL041ZN PDU 13 96 CD 
56-· . Exp. ,Z Power ON CMD. Octal 042 CL042ZN PDU 13 116 CD 
57~· - --Exp. ,2 Power Stby. CMD. Octal 043 ROO43ZN PDU 13 117 CD 









61"- Exp. ,5 Power Stb,.. CMD. Octal056 ROOS6ZN .PDU 13 .12,6· CD 
68- Exp. ,5 Power ON CM~. Octal 055 CL05$ZN PDU II 125 CD 
691.0" Exp. ,4 Power OFF CMD. Octal 054 CL054ZN PDU 13 124 CD 
70"'" Exp. f4 Power Stby. CMD.OctalO53 ROO 53ZN PDU 13 123 CD 
71- Exp. 14 Power ON CMD. Octal 052 CL052ZN PDU 13 122 CD 
72 Exp. '3 Power OFF CMD. Octa1050. CLOSOZN PDU 13 12,1 . CD 
13.· Exp. '3 Power 5thy. CMD.OctalO46 ROO46ZN PDD 13 120 CD 


































+5V:01-t Continuou8 Supply 
+5 V~lj to UpliDk' 'B I 
+5 Volt to Uplink IAI 
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TABLE 1 (cont) 
NO. Ian. NO. ~1:l!.Q!!.2-._ .. =_""~_ 
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LOCATION: Command Decoder 
CONNECTS TO: 
CODE UNIT CNCTR PIN ORIGIN REMARKS 
CDOSPZ PDU 13 53 PDU 
CDSPB PDU 13 58 PDU 
CD5PA PDU 13 39 PDU 
Exp. '5 Power OFF CMD. Octal 057 CL057ZN PDU 13 104 CD 
cL060ZN 12 83 CD Select PC 'I CMD. Octal 060 PeU 
Select PC ,2 CMD. Octal 062 CL062ZN peu 12 82 CD 
., 
(SPa~e) Grou~;) CD 
AudloInput Bi RXMBP ax 8 18 RX 
." . \ ' (Spare) Ground CD 
,,~u~oltJ.put A RXMAP ax 8 9 RX 
~, "';'.: ~< , 
~i \ ~ 
Co '~J~'''tglt' C~rltinuou8 SuPPly' nCDI'2HZ "PDU 13 10 PDU 
.~ ·'(,..<~it >.). ?~ ,~~~ ~ .:;.:~ 








" tJ ... 
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CONNECTOR: J14 LOCATION: Command Decoder 
FUNCTION 
Third Word. Pulse, MUlti-Format 
Conunutator 
CWE Clock Pulse 
Data Demand Pulse 
Data Shift Pulses 
Pulse to Select Uplink 'A' 
Pulse to Select Uplink 'B' 
Pul8e from Auto-Toggle Circuit 
Rese-rve Power Status ,(Bi-State) 
'vco 'B'Temp. Analog HI< 48 












Command Verification Word (,CVW) -' ED! ZP 
Digital Data 
CONNECTS TO: 
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Verification Word Enable 
Experiment Data Formating Req'd. 
Ninetieth Frame Mark** 
R~peat Command Status Analog HK86 
UpliDk Delay Status Analog HKl ... 
Frame Mark (Inverted) 
Buffered Rcvr. 'A' Output (inverted) 










, CONNECTS TO: 
UNIT CNCTR PIN 
DP 16 31: .. ~ 
DP' 16 27 
DP 16 32 
DP 16 147 
DP 16 213 
Te8~ Conn. 27 
Test Conn. 27 6 
Test Conn. 27 7 
**In the DVT Model NFIZP will be routed via the Test Connector as follows:' 
Ninetieth Frame Mark NFIZP Test Conn. 27 10 
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.1 ... lIP Ii:! "'aIi: tr~'t:t:r~3+- :;& 0I'M1 
TABLE Z 
. CONNECTOR: J 15 
(Prime Array. with LSG. Asterisk. Mark Chan, •• ior 
Altenative Array With PSE. See Sepuate PSE List.) 
FUNCTION CODE 
HEE Normal Grad. Mode Select Octal 135 CL13SZN 
De mod. IB' Threshold Status (Bi-State) 
LMS Execute and Clear Octal 134 
Demod. I A I Threshold Status (Bi-State) 
LMS Load Cmd. 1#6 Octal 133 
NRZ Output From Demod. 'B' 
LMS Load Crod. ,50cta1132 
NRZ Output From Demod. 'A' 
Periodic Cmd. (Oris. LSM) Octal 131 
LSG Cmd. Execute Octal 061 
Octal 066 
Periodic Cmd. (for PSE) Octal 065 
LSG Slave Heater Pwr. Off Octal 064 














HFE Ring Source I K' Mode Select Octal 136 CL13(,ZN 
HFE Heat Pulse K Octal 140 
Uplink Shift Clock Pulses 'AI 
CL140ZN 
UCKAP 
LOCATION: Command Decoder 
CONNECTS TOa 
UNIT CNCTR· PIN 
Panel 10 4 
Panel 140 7 
Panel 140 (, 
Panel 140 5 
Panel 130 15 
Panel 130 14 
Panel 130 13 
Panel 70 8 




































if fi .. ' ts 
/ .-"\' 
0>" 
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CONNECTOR! J1S LOCATION: Conunand Decoder 
(Prime~~AJ.ray~.WiiJr;J1sn. A8teri8k.;MarltCh ...... "'or 
Aiiei-nitive ·Arrapwtth"'PSE. See Separate PSI: Li8t.-). 
FUNCTION" CODE-
HFE ~SequenceOctal141 
, ,: 'Y. ~;(~i 
;'tLl'4IZNi 
H;FE . ~obe * 1 SeCluence Octal 142 CLl:J2ZN -
UplinkSliilt Cloclt PUl8e. 'B' UCKBP 
LSO Cmd. Decoder Power ON Octal070 CI:»70ZN 
LSG Cmd. Decoder Power OFFOctal071CL071ZN 
-':4 
l,Bc:iStep Command Counter Up Octal 072 CL072ZN . 
c 
Octal 073 CL073ZN 
~ z 
.<~. d., f,o " [r'~" {Co"., .1 -', i 0' r' , , ~G' ste.,p' Cmd. C~uDter Down Octal 074 CL074ZN' 
.'?\ ( 1 't; ,.>,: , ~t. ;; 
JfFE SU!>8e_quence~ f3~ 9ctal 146 CLl46ZN 
~":} pr\:~l (., :cr~J~ ~ ,. t.~ .~\ i:) ~ 
HFE Subsequence IZ Octa1145 CLi4S-zN 
Hri1! 1S1:ti)~~querice l'r~' Octal 144 1 CLl44ZN 
::11''' \ ' "" __ '" 
~fi ·pt.oti~{lt Seqh'~nc~ 5el .. O~ta:l·14a Clil~3ZN'·o 




UNIT' CNCTR, PIN ORIGIN REMARKS 
Panel 70 7 CD 
Panel 70 6 CD 
CD 
Panel 130 16 CD 
Panel 130 17 CD 
Panel 130 18 CD 
CD 
Panel 130 19 CD 
Panel 70 16 CD 
Panel 70 20 CD 
Panel 70 Z CD 
Pan-el 70: 21 CD 
: :" -_ ',1 • 
'- :~~: ~1;'~~?;~~:' 
\81ra IptI08 tv ..... DtvlI.Dft 
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(Prime Array. with LSO.· Asterisks Mark ChaDges for 
Alternative Array with PSE. . See Separate 'PSE List.) 
FUNCTION CODE 
Octal 102 CLI02ZN 
'T-est 0mcJ. (Avail. as Spare) Odal 167 CL167ZN 
~: '~ " OctallOl CL10IZN 
fest riva. 
, r- (Avail. as Spare) Octal 157 CLlS7ZN 
J 
Spare Cmd. Octal 150 
HFE Heater Advance Octal 1 S2 
Spare Cmd. Octal 1 S3 
Spare Cmd. Octal 165 
Spare Cmd. Octal 154 
Spare Cmd. Octal 1 SS 
Octal 076 CL076zN 








Uplink/ADP Relay Reset Octal 110 CLIIOZN 
Test Cmd. (Avall a8 Spare) Octal 176' CL176ZH 
LM Cal. High/Low (Periodic Cmd. ) Oct. 111 RCI11ZN 
Test Cmd. (Avail. as Spare) Octal 113 CL173ZN 
LM Mirror Cover Release Octa1112 CL1l2ZN 
LM Sensor Cover Release Octal 114 .CLl14ZN 
CONNECTS TO: 
UNIT CNCTR .PIN 
Panel 70 19 
pnu 13 10~ 
Panel 90 18 
Panel 90 19 
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CONNECTOR.: J 15 
PIN FUNCTION 
71'" LSP Amp Gain Low Octal 164 
72· Octal 172 
73" LSP Amp Gain High Octal 163 
74 Spare Cmd. Octal 171 
75 . LSP Transmitter Off Octal 16Z 
76"- LSP Geophone Calibrate Octal 170 
17 Spare erod •. Octal 160 
78 Spare Cmd. Octal 166 
79.; LSP Transmitter On Octal 156 
80/ LMS Load enid. 1/4 Octal lZ7 
81 
8Zv LMS Load Gmd. 113 Octal lZS 
83 
84· LMS Load Gmd. I/Z Octal 1 Z4 
85 
86··' LMS Load Gmd. #11 Octal lZ3 
87 
88~' LM Heater oit/Offl Auto Octal 117 
















LOCATION: Command Decoder 
CONNECTS TO: 
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. TABLE 2 (cont) 
. 
~310810 IRIY.M~ , .~ .... q;c::""¢w~~~.~=~~,,~'~"'t"":;>'::~ 
It ~JiLJ$:;; J .... e:.:._ 
OUI . 1-1-11 
CONNECTOR: JI5 LOCATION: Command DecodeI' 
(Fol' AlteI'Dative Al'l'ay, with PSE,Modlfy JI5 List aa Below.)' 
CONNECTS TO: 
FUNCTION CODE· UNIT CNCTR PIN ORlaN REMARKS. 
PSE Gain Change SP Z Octal 061· CL061ZN PSECSE 9 5 CD 
PSE Cal. LP On/Off Octal,066 CL066ZN PSECSE 9 3 ~ CD 
PSE Cal. SPOv/Off'(Periodic Cmd.) Oct. 065 CL065ZN PSECSE 9 1 CD 
PSE Gain Change LP Z Octal 064 CL064ZN PSECSE 9 2 CD 
PSE Gain Chng. LP X, LP Y Octal 063 . CL063ZN PSECSE 9 1 CD 
PSI: Leveling Pwr. X Motor On/Off Oct. 010 CL070ZN PSECSE 9 9 CD 
PSE Leveling Pwr. Y Motor ~ffOct. 071 CL011ZN PSECSE 9 10 CD 
PSE Leveling Pwr. Z Motor 0rJ/0fI. Oct.01Z CL072ZN PSECSE 9 11 CD 
PSE Uncage,Arm/Fire Octal 013 CL013ZN PSECSE 9 12 CD 
PSE LewliDg Direction, PhJslMiDus Oct. 074 CL074ZN PSECSE 9· 4 CD 
PSE Coarse Level Sensor, ~t Octal 102 CLI02ZN PSECSE 9 15 CD 
PSE Feedback Filter, In/ Out Octal 101 CLIOIZN PSECSE 9 14, CD 
PSETherm.. Control Mode, Aut<VMan. Oct. 016 CL076zN PSECSE 9 13 CD 
PSE Leveling Speed, Low/High Octal 01S CL015ZN PSECSE 9 6 CD 
PSE Leveling Mode, AutciManual Octa1103 CLI03ZN PSECSE 9 8 CD 
PSE Cal. Sp &: Uncage(Redundant) Octal 112 CLl72ZN PSE CSE 9 26 CD 
.Aaoapa. 







'~. 0"",, pea 
~o 
Figure 1 
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Fipre .1A 
1 KC Sync with 2 KG 
lJItormatf.cm ID Pha.e =' 18.,.. 
(Bit "ODe") 
:r~elC 
(Gompoe~~. lDpIlt Voltage 
. Wayeform ~r . Bit "one") 
,s 0 + ~ peak 








1 KC Sync with 2 KC 
. lDformatlon 1800 
Out of Phaee • 18 ,.,. e 
(Bit ".ero") 
Flsure ID 
. (Compo.ite Input Voltage 
Waveform for' Bit ".ero") 
Flpr.;IZ~ ripre IF . 
-
(Pba.e - Time .. elation.hip (Phase - Tlme Relation.hlp 
For Bit "eme") for Bit "zero") 
'.~ ,:: ~~;;:Lr;\ ~,-~,1~ ·{>1- d~~1. ':1 i'I:; T ~~ t~~ {:>r.:' "3 ~:\t @J":1 ,,"1()P»]~ !'rg~), ~~in iR 







.' Comma_ Decocter Specification AL 310810 
for Array E, 
37 .,-l. 
DATI 1-7-71 
Axie - X, Y, Z 
Swe.p R.ate .. 3 Oct. IMin. 
Sweep - 5-100-5 Hz 
'~;;.c.... __ ~9.100) 
0.02" Double AmPlitude 
(.036,5) 




Fipre 2 ~uloida1 Vibration, Non-OpeJ'&tiDg 
(I)erived from A 'Y'M CJ(,4\ 
.Ae1'lO 112 a .. 
$y8tarnD Dhtalon 
CommaDd. Decoder Specification 
for Array E 
Ax!. '. X. y~ Z 
- lav.NO. 
AL 310810 f 
DATI 1-7-71 




Power Spectral Den.ity 





(. OS, 300) 
lK 
Hz 
Figure 3 ltaDdom Vibration, Non-Operating 
(Derived from ATM 964) 
(.' 03.2000) 
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AL 310810 
39 Oft ~ .. 
DATI! 1-7-71 
Q1Jal. 5 Min/ Axis 
















-} +lZV Te.t --lZV 
-"' 
Fast Clock Connector 
-
+5 V "Power 
-Distribution 
Umt K:Z9 Commands 
Command 33 Commands :: 
Decoder Experiments 
• Re.s. Pwr. (5 Commands) 1 Rep. emd. ~. .. \\ 
.. 
. . POwer 
Jsndittomng 
Unit K. 8 Commands 
.I .. .. 
~~ i 0 ~ 0 > ~ i I ... e ... rill • • • a. 
\J "-J t 
Data Proces.or 
L _____ ~ __ . _______ ._. __ . ___ ~_ .. ~ ___ 
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GROUND V cc 
"."",.. • o5v. :1:0.5· 
" 
• 
.001 -L I 
.. f r 1 Ilf 
20 
DRIVING CIRCUITS ARE LPTTL 
54LOOOR SIMILAR. ONLY ONE 




-1 SHAPE I 2 •• TO 
~ 20:1: 2 mS. ~ 
.5.5v 
o TO O.4v. 
RISE .A~D FALL TIMES GREA TER THAN 2 
.IO~ TO 90~ MICROSECONDS LESS 
THAN 10 MICROSECON 
















! : > J 
• I t"' ~ It w -0 C» .-
... 0 










f , 0 5". :I: 0.5 
-:':"4 
" 
DRIVING CIRCUITS ARE LPTTL 
54 LOO OR SIMILAR. ONLYONE 






PDU/PCU or DDP 
,. 
CO~ND PULSE 
\ SHAPE I ;::v:O 
I; ~ 0 TO O.4v. 
z: * z iiiS. 
-, Figure 1 Command Decoder Interface with Data PrOcessor and with PCU /PDU 













! i I~ J • w ~ .... 0 00 .... .... • 0 ~ 
• , ~~s~ 
""" ! .... Ii . J 
Alnalp.ce s"._-DhrIslan 
Command Docoder ,SpecUicatioD 
for Array E 
ADDRESS RECOaNITION u 
VERIFICATION WORD ENABLE 
(VWEZP) 
~ 35.25 m.~ 
I 
.. I~$-
IAI.. 210810 i 




DA TA DEMAND (DDIZP) 
__________ -JI , ___ _ 
MASTER RESET 
Sa. DURATION OF VWEZP 
LSP FORMA TTINCi ON --, t 
eCL OllZN) L.J 
1 
EXPERIMENT FORMATTINO REQD 'I J (EXFZN) _.~ ______________ ~_ 
LSP FORMA TTINO OFF 
(CL005ZN) 
8b. DURATION OF EXFZN 
1 
u 
FIG. 8 COMMAND DECODER/D.ATA PROCESSOR INTERFACE SIONALS 





DOWNLINK SHIFT PULS~ 
(SLIZN) I I 
NRZ DATA FROM C. D. 
(EDIZP) 
Cornrnand Decoder Specification 
for Array E 
__ 118 microseconds 
~ 472 microseconds 
...J L 944 microseconds 
./ ""'~ ... ' MSB 
o 0 0 o. 
--,r-U8 microseconds 
.. IUVoNC 
.AL 310810 II 
',_4@il, !4 W 
DATI 1-7-71 
r Data Clocked 
_fl_nSL 







9a. READOUT OF COMMAND VERIFICATION WORn 
~ 
·90TH FRAME MARK 
(NFIZP) 
I~ 54.34 sec ~ "'r--I---~---- (57. 600 Bite). .., 
FRAME MARK 
(FMIZP) 
CONTROL WORD 3 
(TRHZN) 
~1--------------------------------~,r-1--
604.2 mS t- '(640 nits) 
9b. CLOCKING qF COMMAND SEQUENCER 
FIGURE 9. DATA PROCESSOR TIMINO PULSES 
(,rIMES SHOWN ARE DESION c.;.u;NTER VALUES) 
NOTE: Signals drive two LPTTL (54LOO or similar) gates in the 
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I 88 Pin I 
1 
I l 132 Pin 1 
~2.78-1 ~4---"OO -J 
SEE BzA Owg 2349314 FOR FURTHER INFORMA TION 
FIG. 11 MECHANICAL INTERFACE (OUTLINE DIMENSIONS) 
